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Bluebells by Celia Henderson



Welcome to the May Newsletter 

from the SE region 
I remember wri<ng about some lovely warm weather this <me last month. Well, that seems to have 
disappeared, but nevertheless, spring is here and there are Orchids to be seen! This coming Sunday, May 1st, 
we are mee<ng at Samphire Hoe, where Alan Boursfield of the Thames Valley Region, is kindly going to show 
us how to take stunning images of Orchids. Melanie is asking for any good images, so I will use one of them for 
next month’s issue. 
The cold wind doesn’t seem to have affected the Bluebell appearance this year, thanks for the image, Celia. 

Click events is the name we are proposing for our idea to just meet up at 

an event and walk around with like minded people.  Some events are free and some require an entry free, 
but there is no charge by RPS SE. We will suggest a mee<ng <me and place for each event. 
One member of the RPS commiUee will be there just to say hello and maybe help point people in the right 
direc<on. 
These events will go on the SE website in the next week, however the links shown below are the actual website 
for the event for informa<on about the event. 

The Celia Henderson ByteSize 
courses have all been published and Melanie tells me that out of the 36 courses, at 20 

people per course, there are only 125 places leZ…….amazing!  
There will be repeats, but we won’t be publishing them un<l late summer. 
(Click here to access) the web site. 
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RPS SE click programme 
May 2022 - September 2022

South of England show
Event start 12/06/2022
This is a click event at the S of England County show

Kent show
Event start 10/07/2022
This is a click event at the Kent County show at Detling

Hastings Pirates day
Event start 17/07/2022
This a click event at the Hastings Pirate day.

Broadstairs Folk Week
Event start 13/08/2022
This is a click event at the Broadstairs Folk week

https://rps.org/regions/south-east/bytesize/
https://kcas.org.uk/kent-county-show/
https://kcas.org.uk/kent-county-show/
https://hastingspirateday.org/programme/
https://broadstairsfolkweek.org.uk


Joe Houghton Lightroom Courses 

Following a very successful pilot by Joe Houghton as a prelude to a series of courses on Lightroom, we are 
going to offer 5 Lightroom Bytesize courses. These will all be 90 minutes long on a Saturday morning rather 
than the Friday I men<oned last month. Full details will be available during early May. 

Importing into Lightroom with Joe Houghton 
Event start 04/06/2022  
Organising your images in Lightroom with Joe Houghton 
Event start 18/06/2022  
Finding your images in Lightroom with Joe Houghton 
Event start 02/07/2022  
Lightroom settings in detail with Joe Houghton  
Event start 12/07/2022 
Lightroom settings in detail with Joe Houghton 
Event start 16/07/2022  

Posi<ve View finally received the 10 cameras I 

talked about last month. They have been in use on their programme in London 
and are due to be used in Kent in June/July. We intend to aUend one of their 
programme days and watch the students in ac<on using the cameras. Feedback 
so far is that they are over the moon with the cameras and the quality is just 
amazing. 

We need you 
Don’t forget if you have any ideas for the region or want to help contact me at southeast@rps.org 
We are looking for people to fill roles such as: 

Treasurer 
Secretary 
Publicity Officer 
Event co-ordina:on 

John Gough 
RPS SE Regional Organiser 

John Gough, RPS SE & 
Andrew Page, Positive View

mailto:southeast@rps.org


RPS SE event programme - May 2022 - October 2022 
(Status of event correct as of April 26th)

Smart Objects: Ultimate tool for working non-destructively
Event start 10/05/2022 Number of workshops: 2 Sold out, sorry
Smart Objects are the ultimate tool for working non destructively and creatively.  See how to erform non-destructive transformations 
to an image without losing original image quality. 

Getting Started: Discover the Tools and Panels
Event start 10/05/2022 Number of workshops: 2 Sold out, sorry
A guided tour of the Photoshop Interface.  Working with Panels, Tools and their options. Learn how to quickly pan and zoom around the 
interface; undo your actions.  Explore methods to increase and decrease image and canvas size with an overview of the crop tool and 
how to use Content Aware fill. Saving images and file formats.  Explore the Toolbar and understand the options and settings. 

Essential Skills: Introduction to Layers and Selections
Event start 17/05/2022 Number of workshops: 2 Sold out, sorry
Good image editing nearly always requires more than one layer.  This workshop covers everything you need to know about working with 
layers: duplicating, moving, deleting, adding, merging, stamp copies, naming conventions and creating new documents from layers. 

Actions: Automate repetitive tasks and get creative
Event start 17/05/2022 Number of workshops: 2 Sold out, sorry
A number of processes in your workflow could be automated if you used Actions.  This workshop will demonstrate the Action presets 
built in to Photoshop, how and where to use them. 

Patterns: Patterns, Stamp tool and Textures
Event start 24/05/2022 Number of workshops: 2 Places available
Starting with understanding Patterns and the Pattern Stamp tool is a great place to start.  Patterns can be created from scratch in 
Photoshop and also from your own captured images.  However, to use them really effectively they should be modified to behave as 
seamless patterns - this workshop will show you how (and why).  I'll also introduce you to the Library Panel and show you how to create 
and save amazing patterns from the Adobe Capture tool.

Colours: Colours, Adjustment Layers and Masks
Event start 31/05/2022 Number of workshops: 2 Sold out, sorry
Make changes to your image by applying Adjustment Layers without changing the pixels of your original image.  Best practice for 
working non destructively.  This workshop explores the adjustment layers to change colour, hue, saturation, exposure, brightness and 
contrast.

Artboards and Layer Comps: for creating multiple designs
Event start 31/05/2022 Number of workshops: 2 Places available
An artboard enables the Photographer to create multiple designs in one single file for example an A3, A4 and A6 poster as well as a 
range of User Interface layouts for iPad, mobile all using the same design components.  This workshop will create a single file with 
multiple and duplicated artboards.

Selections: In depth overview of selection tools
Event start 07/06/2022 Number of workshops: 2 Sold out, sorry
Quick Recap of the selection basics and their options and properties.  Creating and saving selections, reloading saved selections, 
adding and subtracting pixels to a selection.

Layer Styles and Effects: Create shadows, borders, gradient overlays and lots 
more …

Event start 07/06/2022 Number of workshops: 2 Sold out, sorry
Layers can have styles applied to them which create shadows, emboss, apply borders and gradient overlays.  In this introductory 
workshop to layer effects we will look at the settings, how they can be applied to pixel and text layers. 

Brushes: Overview of preset Brushes and explore Kyle Webster brushes
Event start 21/06/2022 Number of workshops: 2 Places available
Knowing how the brush tool works in Photoshop is key to getting the best out of the majority of Photoshop tools.  It is essential for 
editing, selecting, healing and of course being creative.  This workshop ensures you know all the basics and quite a bit more about the 
Brush. 

Transforming: selections, layers and images
Event start 21/06/2022 Number of workshops: 2 Sold out, sorry
How transforming works with selections, single layer, multiple layers, layer masks, shapes and paths.  Transforming involves scaling, 
rotating, skewing, distorting and working with perspectives together with warping.  This workshop will cover all of the above, the 
transform options - working with a reference point, transform controls and settings. 

Filters: Wonderful world of Filters
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http://rps.org/SECELIA0822
http://rps.org/SECELIA0122
http://rps.org/SECELIA0222
http://rps.org/SECELIA02022
http://rps.org/SECELIA0522
http://rps.org/SECELIA0422
http://rps.org/SECELIA01422
http://rps.org/SECELIA0322
http://rps.org/SECELIA01722
http://rps.org/SECELIA0922
http://rps.org/SECELIA02422
http://rps.org/SECELIA02522


Event start 28/06/2022 Number of workshops: 2 Places available
The vast range of filters in Photoshop can be overwhelming, which ones to use, and why?  This introductory workshop to filters will 
demystify this amazing and creative set of tools to show you how they can be used to create wonderful textures from scratch, be used 
in combinations to apply image enhancements and creativity.

Adobe Camera Raw: RAW processing in Photoshop
Event start 28/06/2022 Number of workshops: 2 Sold out, sorry
Introduction to Adobe Camera Raw (ACR).   Methods for getting your files into ACR. Using the Basic tab to adjust colour - white 
balance, tone, saturation.  Set workflow options in Photoshop.  Overview of Camera Raw Plug in interface, panels and tools.

Selections: Advanced methods and tools
Event start 05/07/2022 Number of workshops: 2 Sold out, sorry
When the many selection tools on the toolbar are just not good enough, explore some of the more advanced methods for creating 
selections - colour ranges, focus ranges, sky selections and a full overview of the Select and Mask Workspace.

Layouts, Templates and Guides: Collages, poster publication layouts
Event start 05/07/2022 Number of workshops: 2 Places available
Bring multiple images together to create engaging collages, poster and magazine layouts.  This workshop introduces the Frame tool, 
working with Text Placeholders and using shapes to create clipping masks. 

Graphics Tablet: Learn to love your Tablet
Event start 12/07/2022 Number of workshops: 2 Sold out, sorry
A two part Bytesize workshop - in part 1 you will explore the mechanics of setting up your Wacom tablet and how to make the most of 
the various dynamics provided by the Wacom system.  An overview of the advantages of using a pen in place of a mouse.  Part 2 will 
explore using the pen as an artist's brush.

Filters:  Delve deeper into the world of Filters
Event start 12/07/2022 Number of workshops: 2 Sold out, sorry
Filters can be used to modify image depth of field with Field, Path and Shift and Tilt blurs.  Complex Field Blurs automatically create 
Gradient masks - this workshop will demonstrate how to and why.; pan and zoom effects, Distance Blur and Depth of Field - Gradient 
Masks.

Gradients: Overview of all the gradient tools
Event start 12/07/2022 Number of workshops: 2 Sold out, sorry
There are so many reasons to use a Gradient when image editing - gradients make lovely soft backgrounds, or vignettes.  Text can be 
made more exciting with a gradient overlay. In this workshop we will explore the different methods for creating and using gradients - 
on layers, on text, on masks.  Emulate the effects of an ND Grad filter. 

Learn to love your Tablet
Event start 12/07/2022 Number of workshops: 1 Sold out, sorry
An overview of the advantages of using a pen in place of a mouse.  Part 2 will explore using the pen as an artist's brush. 

Blend modes and Textures: Blending, colours and textures
Event start 19/07/2022 Number of workshops: 2 Places available
An introduction to creating your own textures using Photoshop filters and patterns.  We will look at basic blending modes, art filters to 
create textured effects, parchment papers.  And when you have an image with a great set of colours I'll show you how to extract all 
the colours with a Colour Index Table and save them to a Swatches Panel. 

Channels: Overview and  The Advanced stuff
Event start 19/07/2022 Number of workshops: 2 Places available
What are Channels?  Why do you need to know about them?  Knowing how the channels impact on your image enables the Photographer 
to create complex selections and apply controlled colour adjustments and enhancements. 

Pens and paths: The mighty pen tool
Event start 26/07/2022 Number of workshops: 2 Places available
The Mighty Pen tool.  The pen is an accurate tool for creating selections.  Starting with how to use and control the pen through to 
creating selections with simple Bezier curves. 

Blend Modes and Textures: Brush settings and Layer Blend Modes
Event start 26/07/2022 Number of workshops: 2 Places available
Brushing with different blend modes is for both creative work but also for subtle image editing and repair.  Some brush blend modes 
will also help when making selections - learn what all those blend modes can do for your image making. Painting with blend modes - 
how to change colours with the brush using Color mode and Luminosity Mode for colour changes and swapping.

Printing in Lightroom with Roger Crocombe  (event still being planned)

RPS SE event programme - May 2022 - October 2022 
(Status of event correct as of April 26th)
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http://rps.org/SECELIA0622
http://rps.org/SECELIA03422
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Event start 05/09/2022 Number of workshops: 6 Places available
This is an updated repeat of Roger’s popular course on how to print in Lightroom. The mysteries of gametes, soft proofing and what 
paper should you use and so much more are all explained.

Text and typography: Incorporate text and images
Event start 06/09/2022 Number of workshops: 2 Places available
Photoshop has four variations of the Text tool - in this workshop we will work with the Horizontal Text tool and its options properties 
and settings.  An overview of working with typefaces, character and paragraph settings to incorporate text with your images. 

Brushes: The Colour Mixer Brush
Event start 06/09/2022 Number of workshops: 2 Places available
The Mixer Brush simulates realistic painting techniques such as mixing colours on the canvas, combining colours on a brush.  This brush 
has complex and multiple settings, this first workshop will ensure that in depth theory is covered so that you can fully appreciate the 
potential of this brush.  This workshop is for the creative artist and the serious image retoucher - this is a project based workshop 
where you will create a number of images that can be saved and used as textures and backgrounds. 

The Healing Tools: Clone, Patch and Heal
Event start 13/09/2022 Number of workshops: 2 Places available
An essential skill for the Photographer's toolbox is knowing how to remove those distracting and unwanted pixels - everything from dust 
spots, wrinkles and telegraph poles.

Brushes: Make your own brushes
Event start 13/09/2022 Number of workshops: 2 Places available
Although there are many preset brushes ready for you to use in Photoshop, learning to make your own brushes gives a greater 
understanding of brush settings. 

Text and typography: Very Creative Text Effects
Event start 20/09/2022 Number of workshops: 2 Places available
This project workshop creates a variety of creative text effects, flames, 3D, plastic and metal effects.  Create reflections and 
textures.  Use text with clipping masks as a container for images. 

Blend Modes and Textures:  Advanced Textures
Event start 20/09/2022 Number of workshops: 2 Sold out, sorry
There are so many ways to approach creating and blending images and textures and making your own textures - this project based 
workshop will demonstrate some more ideas working with Textures, Backgrounds and Blend modes, brushes and a little bit of text.

Focus Stacking and Panoramas: Layer alignment, blends and stitching
Event start 27/09/2022 Number of workshops: 2 Sold out, sorry
Photoshop includes tools to enable the photographer to load multiple images to create a focus stacked image.  Aligning and stacking 
images can also be used to combine two or more images to - family and group shots, landscapes so you can pick the best parts from 
each image and seamlessly blend them together.  

Colours: Advanced Photoshop skills which adjust colour
Event start 27/09/2022 Number of workshops: 2 Sold out, sorry
A bit of colour theory - colour models, colour spaces, image modes and bit depths.  What happens when you apply one of the colour 
adjustment layers so that you can apply colour corrections, make use of colour replacement tools and which tools work best for 
working with skin tones. 

Affinity: for the Photoshop User
Event start 04/10/2022 Number of workshops: 2 Places available
Thinking of transititioning from Photoshop to Affinity - this workshop will take a look at Affinity and compare the User Interface and 
Workspace.  Work in the three Personas. Compare  working  with Layers and Smart Objects.  Overview of selections and layer masks.

Affinity: for new Affinity users
Event start 04/10/2022 Number of workshops: 2 Places available
A guided tour of the Affinity Interface and understanding the Personas. Setting up the workspace. Exploring the Studios.  Moving, 
cropping and sizing images.  Working with Layers and the Brush tool.  This workshop will cover the basic workflow for importing an 
image into Affinity, basic adjustments, adjustment layers and layer masks.

Libraries: Store and create re-usable assets
Event start 11/10/2022 Number of workshops: 2 Places available
Creative Cloud provides cloud storage including a Library designed for storing frequently used Assets to the cloud.  Assets such as 
images, text styles, colour swatches, frequently used brushes, layer styles and many more image elements.  By placing these assets 
into the Library, they are available on multiple devices, can even be shared with colleagues, but more importantly are readily 
available when working on any image. 
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Compositing: Let's get started with Composites
Event start 18/10/2022 Number of workshops: 2 Sold out, sorry
Your imagination is the only limitation for this workshop.  A composite is a combination of images to create either the real or surreal.  
We'll use my, your and stock images to collect the resources.  Learn to cut out or isolate subjects area with selection and masking 
tools.  Prepare a background image.  Combine all the images into a draft composite.  Enhance the individual details of the composite 
and finally carry out the final edits and add the creative touches.  This workshop will use many and varied Photoshop skills - layers, 
masking, selections, gradients, filters, lighting, perspective and reflections. 

Compositing: Let's do something more with Composites
Event start 25/10/2022 Number of workshops: 2 Sold out, sorry
Your imagination is the only limitation for this workshop.  A composite is a combination of images to create either the real or surreal.  
We'll use my, your and stock images to collect the resources.  Learn to cut out or isolate subjects area with selection and masking 
tools.  Prepare a background image.  Combine all the images into a draft composite.  Enhance the individual details of the composite 
and finally carry out the final edits and add the creative touches.  This workshop will use many and varied Photoshop skills - layers, 
masking, selections, gradients, filters, lighting, perspective and reflections. 

Layer Masks: A lot more than conceal and reveal …
Event start 25/10/2022 Number of workshops: 2 Sold out, sorry
Masks are a very powerful tool for revealing and concealing parts of an image.  This advanced workshop explores colour masks, 
luminosity and gradient  and clipping masks. 
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